Abstract. We study the flow problem of a perfect fluid around a two-dimensional cornershaped body. By adding a singular function to the basis, we obtain better accuracy for the velocities, and we determine the lift with precision.
Introduction. In this paper, we study the flow problem of an incompressible inviscible fluid around a two-dimensional corner-shaped body.
Generally, one uses the potential function of such a flow, which is the solution of an exterior Neumann problem. Considering this solution as a single layer potential, one then gets a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind on the boundary which can be solved by collocation methods.
We shall use another approach. Let ß represent the interior region of the body, ß' the exterior one, and T its boundary. Then, the stream function of the perturbation flow, ^, is the solution of the exterior Dirichlet problem A* = 0 in ß', * = *0 on r.
¥0 is -^oo, ¥x being the stream function of the onset flow. This flow is usually uniform.
We shall write the solution 'i' as a single layer potential with some additional terms. We shall obtain the single layer potential by solving a variational problem on the boundary, as Nedelec-Planchard did for the three-dimensional case and M. N. Le Roux for the two-dimensional one.
The singularity of the solution near the corner and the Kutta-Joukowsky condition give the other terms and the value of the lift of such a potential.
1. Integral Equations for an Exterior Dirichlet Problem. We are given the following problem:
A«|/ = 0 in ß', (1.1) ( i = io on r> where ß' is the exterior domain of a corner-shaped body and T its boundary. Grisvard's results [1] allow us to define the Sobolev spaces on the boundary in quite the same way as Lions and Magenes [2] for ß°° boundaries. Furthermore, the spaces thus defined have properties which are quite similar to those of classical Sobolev spaces [3] . for all <j> in some space of functions which vanish at the boundary. The bilinear form in (1.2) is unfortunately not coercive in the space //0'(S2'):
/Y0'(ß') = { m g L2(ß'); j¿ g ¿2(ß'); «|r = oj.
We then have to choose a smaller space by regularizing the behavior of the functions at infinity. Then we consider the weighted Sobolev space, introduced by M. N. Le Roux [4] , <U) w'm -i* p(! +*u,p) e iW; % e L2<aV " '•4
where the weight p is given by p = (1 + r2)i/2. Since the functions of W'(ß') and // *(ß') coincide locally, it makes sense to define rV0l(W) = {+ G If'(ß'); i// = 0 on r}. Proof. Using a Hardy inequality, one can prove [ 5] that the expression (1.4) 11*11 «(jfjgrad*!2)
is a norm on W^ß'), equivalent to the "natural norm" of W'(fi'), which is
The bilinear form (1.2) is then coercive on W0'(ß'), and by the Lax-Milgram theorem, we obtain the existence and uniqueness of the solution. □ We shall now consider the same problem for the interior domain:
It is well known that this problem has a unique solution in the space HX(Q). Joining the solutions of Problems (1.1) and (1.5), we obtain a function \p which, since it is continuous at the boundary, belongs to the space Log p) 3x,
Any function <b being given in the space ^(R2) of smooth functions with compact support, we have (1.6) W\R2) = {^; p(1+yI,__, G L2(R2); 3L e f} (R2),/ = l,2j.
<A^, «{>> = -{ grad $ ■ grad <b,
Jn2
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use where < • , • > represents the duality pairing between fy '(R2) and tf) (R2 Proof. It is a very easy consequence of the coercivity of the bilinear form on the space WX(R2)/R [4] . Q Moreover, if v is very regular and if it satisfies <u, l|r> = 0, the solution of (1.8) is given by (1.9) *(*) = -¿/r »(>0Log|x -y\dyy + C.
In order to solve our initial problem, it is then sufficient to know the value of v, which determines <i> as the sum of a single layer potential and a constant.
The symmetry of the left-hand side of (1.8) leads to the following theorem (proof in [4] ): Theorem 1.1. The expression (1.9) is an isomorphism of the space H0~i/2(T) onto K/R, where K = {\p G W'(R2); A\¡/ = 0 in ß and ß'}. This isomorphism is associated with the following variational problem which is coercive in H0~l^2(T):
The left-hand side of (1.10) is a bilinear symmetric form on H0~i/2(T) X H0~i/2(T), and the expression NI = (-¿/r /r »(*M>0 Logl^ -^1 dyxdyy)
is a norm on H0~ 1/2(r), equivalent to its definition norm. □ Remark 1.1. The solution 4> found in this paragraph is the stream function of a nonlifting flow, since <t>, l|r>, which is a multiple of the lift, is set to be zero. Nevertheless, it can also be interpreted as the electric potential in R2, in the presence of the conductor ß; v then represents the electric charge on T. □ Remark 1.2. This approach to exterior problems, which leads to integral equations of the first kind and, by integration, to variational problems on the boundary, was first introduced by Nedelec-Planchard [5] for a three-dimensional Dirichlet problem. □ 2. Approximation of the Nonlifting Flow. Theorem 1.1 shows that it is sufficient to calculate the solution of Problem (1.10) to obtain the stream function \p by Formula (1.9).
Since we want to use a finite element method to approximate the variational and coercive problem (1.10), we are interested in the regularity of the solution of this problem, or, which is the same, of the initial problem.
2.1. Some Regularity Results. Regularity properties of the solution are local. Suppose \pQ is given in a "more regular" space-say H3/2(T). Then the solution if/ of Problem (1.1) will locally behave as a H2(Sl') function, except in the vicinity of the singular parts of the boundary.
It is then sufficient to consider the following interior problem:
1) {¡l> = to on r> where ß represents a corner-shaped bounded domain in R2. The corner is assumed to be linear, and the angle is set to be w, where w is a real number, greater than it and less than 2w (if w < w, which means ß is convex, and if i//0 G H3/2(T), then \p is in H2(Q)).
We have then Grisvard's fundamental theorem 
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We know that the integral formulation is obtained by combining both exterior and interior problems Axp = 0 in fi and ß', (2'2) l* = *o onT.
Assume that the interior angle is acute and \p0 is in H3/2(Y). The solution of Problem (2.2) will be such that *|" G H2(ß), t//|n, = arx'B siní -g ) + <í> near the corner, where </> is a function of //2(ß') and ß = 2 -a. The solution v of Problem (1.10), which is the jump of the normal derivative of }p, will then be written in the following way near the corner:
Since the corner is supposed to be linear, we have The points (A¡)im.x " are assumed to be distinct.
We denote by T, the arc A¡Aj+x and by Yih the associated chord with length A,. Let A be the maximum of (A,),., " and A0 their minimum. We assume that h/h0 < c; c positive constant. Then we define the space wh = wh-wh\rm = ct> i -1,...,«; J whdyh = 0 1, c¡ constant,
where Th = U-_,ri7l,and
The approximate problem set in the so defined space Vh then takes the form We then define rhwh = wh ° F¡h ° Fi for all wh G Wh,
We then extend these definitions to all vh G Vh by setting, since v0 has its support in the common part of the boundary to T and Th, Wo = />*»o = % Lemma 2.1. For any vh in Vh, we have the following inequalities:
with cx, c2, c\, c'2 > 0.
Proof. We have All-ix« iI^aII-it« Now, by using the mapping given by x = (x -x,)/A, and by defining the functions 9¡ and vh by êfix) = 9,(x), vh(x) = «"(x),
we are led to the following problem:
(P) dx2 0,(0) = 9,(1) = 0.
We can then easily derive that d29. For any function G of L2(0, 1), we are now led to consider the quantity R*(G) = max R(a + bG).
(a, ¿>)SR2
We can prove that, for a sequence {Gn} in L2(0, 1) such that G" -» G in L2(0, 1), we have Ä*(G") -> Ä*(G!). Thus, for A small enough, we shall have R*(i¡) < c0 for i ¥* 0 and, for i = 0, /?*0O) = c,. We can deduce R*(%) < c = max(c0, c,). By (2.10), we then obtain \ < c/A2, which was the desired result. □ Remark. We also have, by a similar proof, (2.11) 11^*0*11 who < ttttII/'aüaIUw--1 < f < 5 < o. n Lemma 2.3. For all vh in the space Vh, the following inequalities hold:
Proof. Inequality (2.19) is obtained as in [6] , since vh is an element of L2(Th). To obtain (2.13), we note that ll/V* -r*»*lli/-/>(D < I A»* -VbLw < ^2|üJL2(rt). By using inequality (2.5), we then obtain (2.14). □ + ll«r'0 -rHlPoh\\H"\r)}-Thus, we gain precision by fitting the boundary better.
In order to bound each one of the quantities appearing in the right-hand side of (2.16), we shall use the following result of M. N. Le Roux [6] . Lemma 2.4 . Let sh denote the orthogonal projection from L2(T) on Wh. Then, we obtain the following inequality (2.17) \\w -s.wWff-^T) < ch*+i/2\\w\\H,iT) for 0 < s < 1 and w G HS(T). Remark 2.3. By a better fitting of the boundary (by piecewise /7-polynomial functions), if we use the approximation space Vh = Wh 0J1, {v,}, with a sufficient number of singular functions and if Wh is the space of piecewise &-polynomial functions over Th, we obtain an order of error in hp+x + hk+2. The optimal error is then obtained when/? = k + 1 (in our case,/» = 1, k = 0). Remark 2.4. We have no error estimates in the vicinity of the boundary. That is because grad \¡/ is discontinuous at the points of T, while grad \ph is discontinuous at the points of Th. Since the lift is nonzero, the behavior of the stream function is logarithmic at infinity. We can then try to solve this problem in a space allowing such a behavior.
First, we prolong * to ß by the solution of the interior problem, and we try to solve simultaneously both problems A* = 0 in ß and ß', (3.1) 1 * = *o on T.
The following space, introduced by Giroire [7] , allows logarithmic behaviorŝ i,(R2) = L g öD'(R2); --2 g l\r2), (i + r2yx/2^ e l2(r2)' ' = i> 2}.
In Section 1, we solved Problem (3.1) in the space WX(R2) by integral equations. But in the space W\_ X(R2), Problem (3.1) has an infinity of solutions. One of them is the (unique) solution which is in WX(R2). Let us denote it by \\>L.
We consider now the particular function <b, defined by 1 c </>(•*) = -2^ J Log|x -y\ dy(y).
<b is not in WX(R2). Let <f> be the unique solution, in WX(R2), of the problem , " Í A<f> = 0 in ß and ß', [ <f> = <i> on L.
<b -^ is a nonzero function of Wx_ ,(R2). The following result, due to Giroire [7] , enables us to find all the solutions of Problem (3.1): Theorem 3.1. Each solution xp of Problem (3.1), in the space W]_X(R2), can be written as follows:
The problem is then to determine the value of X corresponding to the physical solution of the lifting flow problem.
By the regularity results of Theorem 2.1, we know that a \pL = arx/a sin -+ <bL in ß', 9 <f> = brx/a sin -+ <|>reg in ß', where air is the exterior angle and <¡>L, <>reg G Hj^JQ'). <j> is regular (i.e., in Hx2oc(il') and //_2(ß)), since we have [8</>/3/i] = 1. (3.3) then takes the following form:
On the other hand, \p G H2(Sï), since the interior angle is less than it. The existence of the singular part in (3.4) leads to infinite velocities near the corner (the velocity behaves as r(1/a)_1), which are not physically feasible. The well-known Kutta-Joukowsky condition can then be stated as follows: Theorem 3.2. There exists a unique flow, determined by the value of its lift, which leads to a finite velocity at the corner.
The proof of this theorem can be found in the Appendix. This result means that b =£ 0 and X = a/b. The first way to calculate the solution is to solve both Problems (3.1) and (3.2) in W'(R2), deduce the value of X, and then, by (3.4) , the solution \p of the lifting flow problem.
But, in order to avoid division by b (which can be small) and to solve one problem instead of two, we shall use another way.
Let 
<-o
The discrete problem is then a linear system of n equations with n + 1 unknowns, since X is unknown. But, by the Kutta-Joukowsky condition, we know that a0 has to vanish since a nonvanishing a0 would lead to infinite velocities at the corner. By setting Oq = 0, we get a linear system of n equations with n unknowns, but we lose the symmetry of the problem. Remark 3.1. The flow studied in this paper is the perturbation flow. The stream function of the total flow \pT is then This very important result shows that, by this method, we compute both the velocity of the flow and its lift, by solving a unique problem. 4 . Some Numerical Results. The greatest numerical difficulties arise in the calculation of the first row (and first column) matrix coefficients. These coefficients, which depend on the singular basic function t>0, lead to the calculation of the following integrals: These integrals have to be calculated as precisely as possible, even exactly if possible, since we have to integrate these quantities over a segment a second time. We also note that the error estimates we obtained in Section 2 assume that there is no error in the computation of the coefficients.
The details of these calculations can be found in [3] . Let us just say that we use an analytic calculation when it can be performed (for (4.1)), and a very precise numerical integration-with mesh refinements-otherwise. These calculations constitute the greatest part of the computational time.
We first solved numerically our problem in a domain ß for which the boundary T was constructed by connecting smoothly two segments making an angle with a circular arc.
The solution xp0 being given on the boundary T, we cannot generally know the exact solution anywhere else. We have no error estimates on the boundary.
Estimates (2.19) and (2.20), and a previous work [8] , allow us to think that the greatest imprecision will affect the computed values on the boundary.
Thus, we compare the exact values and the computed ones on some points of the boundary, and we compare as well the exact values and the values computed without the use of a singular basis function. In this last case, the error is much worse on the corner point than on the other points. By using the singular basis function, we bring the value of the error on the corner point near its value on the other points. 1.6% 0.75% 0.26%
The improvement due to the introduction of a singular basis function is then very important on the corner. This can be easily seen for an angle of 9 degrees: the error with 8 Finite Elements using a singular basis function is the same as that with 100 Finite Elements without using the singular basis function. The second type of domain is a Karmann-Trefftz one, obtained by transforming a circle by a conformai mapping. Trivial harmonic solutions of exterior problems are given by logarithms. Their transformation by a conformai mapping leads to singular solutions.
The use of the singular basis function greatly improves the computed solution;
see Table 4 .3. 24.6%
4.1%
2.6%
In conclusion, we can say that this method gives a precision which is comparable near or far from the corner.
The numerical results show very important improvements near the corner. These improvements are more important when the corner is sharp, which is the case of the physical problem. Therefore, it is worthwhile to carry on these numerical tests.
Appendix. Proof of Theorem 3.2. We obtain the desired result if we prove that ¿£ Hx2JSl'), (i.e., that ft ¥=0).
By denoting 5> = r> -<ji>, we notice that í> is a solution of the following problem, in the space Wx_x(9,'), (P) í AO = 0 in ß', 1 $ = 0 on r.
By applying Theorem 3.1, we can easily see that all the solutions in WX_X(Q,'), of Problem (P), are multiples of i>. Actually, if i>, is a solution of (P), Theorem 3.1 shows that i>, = $L + X<E>, where <bL is the solution of (P) in W¿(Q'). Thus, $L = 0 and $, = X<&.
If we consider now the unit circle y and its exterior domain w', we have the function p defined by p(z) = Log|z|, which is a solution of the problem , .
f Ap = 0 in io', ( p = 0 on y.
p is the real part of the holomorphic function i\(z) = Log z. There exists a conformai mapping H from the exterior domain a' onto the exterior domain ß'. Moreover, we can expand //""'at the vicinity of the corner (z = 0) in the following way [9] 
